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FX, RATES & MACRO DESK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: Asian equity markets seems to be bucking the trend. Even though US indices closed deep in the red but

there is no follow through selling during the morning session. The jubilant mood run into rough weather once

Europe opens as there is growing risk of a breakdown in the talks for a trade deal between EU and UK. US Dollar

is trading mostly flat against the Asian currencies and that could be the reason why NDF is pointing towards a

flat open. USDINR Sept futures opened higher, around 73.65 levels. Broader structure, which is relevant for posi-

tional traders, remains downward. Intra-week upward pullbacks can occur from time to time but as long as

those upward spikes do not take USDINR Sept futures above 74.10 on a sustainable basis, bearish bias holds.

EUR: We got the dip we were looking for. EURUSD kissed the 1.1750 levels and bounced back above 1.1800

handle. Trade still remains to buy the dip but stop needs to be below 1.1690 on a closing basis. Target remains

1.1950/1.2000.

GBP: UK has published a bill to rewrite parts of the withdrawal agreement it signed in January. EU has warned

that if Britain goes ahead with the ratification of the bill it will damage the negotiations that are underway be-

tween the two trading blocks. We need to keep an eye on this matter as further escalation can damage GBP sig-

nificantly. On charts, quite expectedly, GBPUSD fell from 1.33 towards 1.28 levels. Sell on rise remains the trade

as long as the pair is not sustainably trading above 1.2950 levels. Target remains 1.2700 and below that, near

1.2620.

JPY: JPYINR is managing to rebound from 68.90/95 support on September futures. As long as the support holds,

I expect a rebound towards 69.55/60 levels. Nevertheless, below 68.90, reverse to short for 68.00 levels.

MACRO VIEW

ECB poured a bucket of icy cold waters over the prospect of them joining Fed in the driving the currency lower.

Contrary to expectation, ECB decided to keep status quo on rates and QE. They even upgraded their inflation

forecasts for the next year and refrained from expressing concern over the strong Euro. Does this mean that ECB

will allow Euro to rise and not try to jawbone? I do not think so. I would not be surprised if not tonight but next

week, ECB board members indicate their displeasure over Euro if the make a run for 1.20. Especially, with US Fed

meeting next week.

Focus will be on the Fed. Mr. Powell dialed up the heat on currency war by introducing 'average inflation target-

ing". Now FOMC needs to officially adopt it in the monetary policy. Once they move on that, the next question

they will face is, what action they will take to ensure economy moves towards desired inflation and employment.

Those action would nothing other than committing to keep rates zero bound for a long period of time and also

look at expanding the pace of QE once more.

If Fed clearly hints are increased pace of QE, it can create problems for central banks like ECB. Then Euro can

attempt a clear break above 1.20 and test 1.22/1.24 zone. It is just not the US Dollar Euro is strengthening, on a

trade weighted basis it's strong as well. Against the sterling, Euro has rallied quite a bit over this week, thanks

to new storms clouds over the trade deal. In  a way, a hard Brexit is a risk for both, Euro as well GBP but the

impact is disproportionately large for GBP than Euro, in a soft USD environment.
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